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Abstract 
The trajectory data warehouse (TDW) view definitions are constructed from heterogeneous mobile information 
sources schema that are more and more independent. In fact, they frequently change their content due to perpetual 
transactions (data changes) and may change their structure due to continual users' requirements evolving. 
Managing appropriately the view definition synchronization is a necessity since, the TDW is considered as the 
core component of the modern decision support systems. The aim of this paper is to propose a mobile agent view 
synchronization system to uphold a trajectory data warehouse under schema changes. 
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1. Introduction 
Trajectory Data Warehouses have to be regularly updated and maintained in order to ensure the integrity, the 
accessibility and the obviously consistency of the afforded information after schema changes that can occur for 
many reasons and at any time. In fact, the trajectory data warehouse management system must revise the 
materialized views when changes of mobile information sources occur. Those changes may make view definition 
built among trajectory data warehouse undefined. In previous work, the view redefinition was performed manually 
by data warehouse developers, until EVE 1,2 project proposed a prototype to automate view definition rewriting by 
evolving view definitions and view synchronization algorithms 3,4,5.  
The EVE solution has to become more adapted for dynamic, distributed and mobile environment by adopting new 
methods like the mobile agents 6,7,8.  For this reason, we propose a system that uses mobile agents to ensure the 
trajectory data warehouse maintenance under schema changes. Such system allows to avoid the network saturation 
and to minimize communication coasts. 
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present research works related to data warehouse 
maintenance. In section 3, we determine the view maintenance under schema changes. In section 4, we present the 
proposed solution. In section 5, we recapitulate the work and we propose some extensions to be done in the future. 
2. Related works  
Several research works was proposed in the context of data warehouses views maintenance. Those works can be 
classified in two approaches that are the view adaptation and the view synchronization:  
• The view adaptation 9, 10, 11, 12 consists in adapting views to changes by adding meta data to materialized views. 
Those meta data contain structural updates related to materialized view. 
• The view synchronization 12, 13, 14, 15 consists on rewriting views. Many research works were interested in this 
approach because it is in relation with other problems such as data integration, data warehouse modeling… 
 
In 12 Bel presents an approach for dynamic adaptation of views related to data sources (relations sources) changes. 
The main idea of this work is to avoid the recompute of views which are defined from several sources. In fact, the 
key idea is to compute the new view from the old one. Bel presents the view adaptation problem from two different 
points of views. 
The first point of view is from the user or from the DW designer or administrator and the second point of view is 
from data sources. For the first point of view, the user or the DW designer can bring into play schema changes on 
views (e.g. adding an attribute, delete an attribute, modifying an attribute domain in a view schema) independently 
of the data sources. Then the changes of the view definition lead to recompute the materialized view. This is the so 
called "view adaptation". For the second point of view, the data sources (relation sources) can change their schema. 
This type of changes can touch the DW structural consistency since it may invalidate the materialized views. In this 
case the solution is to preserve the structural consistency of the DW. This kind of view adaptation is so called "the 
structural view maintenance". Bel investigated the view adaptation problem from both point of views citing above. 
Let's start with the view adaptation from point of view data sources or relation sources: the author of 12 presents the 
impact of schema changes of data sources on the SELECT, WHERE and FROM clauses of the view query. 
For the SELECT clause, authors took the case of deleting an attribute A from a data source and its impact on the 
materialized view V. This latter should be rewritten (V') in order to be updated by deleting the attribute A, then the 
old view V is deleted and the new view V' is renamed as V. For the WHERE clause, Bel presents two cases: The 
deleted attribute is involved only in the WHERE clause and the deleted attribute is involved in the SELECT and the 
WHERE clause. 
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In the first case, the deleted attribute A1 was used in the condition C1 of the view V. the solution is to define a 
new view V' from the old one V. V' will contain all attributes (*) of V and other attributes from different relation 
sources ( R1……Rm) under different conditions expect the condition C1 which contains the deleted attribute A1.  
In the second case, the deleted attribute A1 is involved in the SELECT and WHERE clause. The solution is to 
define a new view V'. This latter will contain all attribute of the old view V expect the deleted attribute A1 ( 
A2,…An) and other attributes expect A1 from different relation sources ( R1,….Rm) under some conditions expect 
the condition C1 which contains the deleted attribute A1. The old view V will be deleted and replaced by the new 
view V' since this latter will be renamed as V.   
For the FROM clause, Bel presents two cases of   impact of DELETE a relation source on the FROM clause: 
existence of only one relation source or existence of several relation sources. 
In the first case, the delete of the only relation source from the FROM clause entails the delete of the entire view. 
In the second case, the delete of a relation source R1 will occur the replacement of the old view V by a new one V'. 
This latter will contain attributes of V and other attributes from different relation sources expect the deleted one of 
course under some conditions expect the condition which contains an attribute related to the deleted relation source.  
As mentioned above, the views can change their schema independently of data sources. In fact, the user or the 
DW administrator can bring into play schema changes directly on views by adding an attribute to a view or by 
modifying the domain of an attribute. 
In 12, the add of new attribute to a view is the result of new requirements. This operation does not need the 
rewriting of the view but only the storage of the value of the new attribute. The modification of an attribute domain 
simulates the creation of new view V' from the old one V. V' must not involve the specific attribute, then an attribute 
with the same name and having a new type or new definition (domain) is added. The old view V is deleted and the 
new view V' is renamed as V.  
EVE system 13 proposes a prototype solution to automate view definitions rewriting to solve the problem of view 
inflexibility. This solution has the goal to preserve the maximum number of affected view definitions by the 
occurrence of information sources schema changes. The EVE approach assumes that information sources are 
integrated in the EVE system via a wrapper which translates their models into a relational common model. They are 
supposed to be heterogeneous and autonomous which join, or change dynamically their capabilities such as their 
schema. 
EVE system includes two basic modeling tools: a model permitting to user to express view definition evolution 
via an extended SQL called Evolvable SQL (E-SQL) 13 and a model for the description of the information sources 
(MISD) 19 and the relationships between them. This model of Information Sources description can be exploited for 
seeking a suitable substitution for the affected view definition components (attributes, relations, and conditions).      
The View Knowledge Base (VKB) described by E-SQL and the Meta Knowledge Base (MKB) revealed by 
MISD, represent the base for any operation of view rewriting or view synchronization process. 
The Data Warehouse Management System constitutes an intermediary between the user space called Data 
Warehouse and the information space including the participating data sources. When an information source joins the 
structure the DWMS, it provides its structure, its data model and eventually its content. This information is stored 
into the MKB with respect to the MISD. 
As well, the relationships between information sources, also called substitution rules, can be added by the DWMS 
administrator and/or generated automatically, then inserted into the MKB. This information constitutes the key 
platform for finding affected view definitions components substitutions. 
Another contribution of EVE approach is to propose an E-SQL language allowing user preferences placing into 
SQL view definition. E-SQL is an extension of SELECT-FROM-WHERE SQL enriched by specifications defined 
by the developer in charge of the view definitions in order to indicate how those latter can evolved. The E-SQL 
defined views are then stored into a structure called View Knowledge Base. 
The view synchronization 13consists in determining legal rewritings for the affected views, referring to the rules 
or constraints embodied into the MKB. These rules enable substitutions retrieval for the affected view definition 
components while respecting preference parameters described into the VKB. 
The view rewriting is legal when it is compatible with the current information space. This rewriting have to 
preserve the information presented by the initial view definition according to preferences parameters associated to 
the view definition components and the possibilities of substitutions offered by the MISD. In 13, the user must 
intervene in preferences definition otherwise; the system can not take into account the schema changes. 
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In the context of extension of SQL, the authors in 14 defined the cooperative SQL named C-SQL which holds the 
simplicity of SQL. In 15, authors defined the schema SQL named S-SQL. This latter allows integrating the relational 
databases and meta data. This language can be exploited by database analyst in order to describe the schema 
transformation. 
3.  View maintenance under schema changes  
 
To ensure data warehouse views maintenance under schema changes, we propose to design a mobile agent's view 
synchronization system based on EVE solution. The use of mobile agent technique is more adapted for dynamic and 
distributed environment. In fact, it allows to decrease the network saturation and to minimize communication costs. 
This detail has led us to revise the EVE solution to become more adapted for dynamic and distributed environment.  
Actuality, we propose to design a mobile agent's view synchronization system. This latter has to ensure data 
warehouse maintenance under schema changes. Our solution decreases the synchronization time due to parallelism 
permitted by mobile agents and avoids the saturation of the network. The architecture of our system is distributed on 
four entities which are the mobile Meta Knowledge Base (MKB) agent, the mobile View Knowledge Base (VKB) 
agent, the mobile detector agent and the mobile synchronizer agent. All those agents know each other via their 
identifier, names and sites. Thus, any mobile agent of the system can communicate directly with any other mobile 
agent. 
The mobile agent technology imposes itself as a new solution to schema change detection system. In fact the 
mobile detector agent in contrast to the static one can move from one information source to another to detect 
changes. The change detection operation consists on comparing for each schema component, two schema versions at 
two successive instants t and t+1(schema t , schema t+1 ), if they have been found different, it implies that a change 
has been occurred and it has to be computed. This latter will be sent in parallel to the mobile Meta Knowledge Base 
(MKB) and the mobile View Knowledge Base (VKB). After receiving messages from mobile detectors about 
schema changes, the mobile MKB agent must look into all MKB components in order to determine affected 
knowledge and rules by the indicated schema changes, and then it computes the affected knowledge before sending 
them to the mobile view synchronizer agent. After receiving messages from mobile detectors about schema changes, 
the mobile VKB agent must look into all VKB components in order to determine affected views by the indicated 
schema changes, and then it computes the affected views before sending them to the mobile view synchronizer 
agent. The role of the mobile view synchronizer (VS) agent is to find legal rewritings for the affected views (the 
view rewriting is legal when it is compatible with the current information space), then it emits the affected 
knowledge and views replacement to the mobile MKB agent and the mobile VKB agent respectively.  
 
 
4.  The proposed solution 
 
The solution that we propose is based on EVE and on a technique resulting from the field of artificial intelligence 
which is the mobile agents. This new solution permits more autonomy ( by separating between schema change 
detection, affected knowledge and view definition determination and view definition synchronization tasks), parallel 
schema change detection (by using parallel detector agent instances running over distributed information sources), 
parallel determination of affected knowledge and view definition determination and parallel view definitions 
synchronization ( by triggering view synchronizer agent instances). 
The main functionalities expected from our solution are the change detection at the information sources level, the 
view synchronization and the updates of the MKB and the VKB. Those functionalities get advantages from the 
advent of positioning technologies and the emerging mobile devices. In fact, information sources are no longer static 
but dependant on the carrier mobility. This pushes us to download a detector agent on each mobile device such a 
PDA. 
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This kind of agents communicates with our central synchronization system via wireless networks enhanced by a 
GPS. Furthermore, MKB and VKB may be distributed in various locations according to a classification of domains 
involving specific information sources. When synchronization is performed, only needed information sources 
description and a subset of view definitions may be implicated. This obviously increases the whole performance of 
the system.  
4.1.  The mobile detector agent 
Changes detection is so important that the correctness of the whole system depends on it. In previous research, the 
change detector is supposed to be downloaded into the information source location and is well thought-out as a static 
object (static detector agent). This latter handles many operations. One of them: the change detection operation. It 
consists on comparing two schema versions: Schema at instant t and  Schema at instant t+1, if they have been found 
different it implies that a change has been occurred, and it has to be computed. The list of changes will be 
incremented by the component change then will be sent in parallel to the MKB agent and the VKB agent, or to the 
Server agent which can dispatch changes taking place. 
The Static Detector Agent works on information sources that are implemented on a single machine. Information 
sources can be implemented on a local or a wide area network. The static detector is no longer efficient due to the 
spread of information through networks and the need to integrate intelligence in it. Consequently, the mobile agent 
technology imposes itself as a new solution to schema change detection system. The detection operation must be 
performed by visiting information source schema components. The following algorithm describes the change 
detection operation. 
 
Algorithm Detect Changes 
Declare  
SC: the schema component 
SCt, SCt+1: the schema component at instant t and t+1 
CC: component change 
MMKBAgent: mobile meta knowledge base agent 
MVKBAgent: mobile view knowledge agent 
Begin 
Change:= {} 
For each SC do 
While(SCt <>SCt+1) do 
ComputeChange(SCt, SCt+1, cc)//this operation permits to determine 
changes  
Change=change+cc 
MessageMMKBAgent(change) 
MessageMVKBAgent(change)  
End  
4.2. The mobile meta knowledge base agent 
 
The MKB agent invokes an operation called "Compute-Affected-Knowledge" when it receives messages from 
detectors informing it about schema changes. This operation aims to determine affected knowledge by the indicated 
schema changes. The above operation can be by far improved to handle agent mobility. In fact Meta Knowledge 
Base can be distributed in a local or wide network. To compute affected knowledge, the algorithm has to look into 
all MKB components in order to determine affected knowledge and rules by the indicated schema changes, then it 
computes the affected knowledge before sending them to the mobile view synchronizer agent. The following 
algorithm describes the computing of affected knowledge. 
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Algorithm Compute Affected Knowledge 
Declare  
AKRL: Affected Knowledge Rule List 
KR: knowledge Rule 
MKBC: Meta Knowledge Base Component 
MVSAgent: Mobile View Synchronizer Agent 
Begin 
AKRL:= {} 
For each MKBC do 
For each KR in MKB do 
While(change affects KR) do 
AKRL=AKRL+KR 
MessageMvsAgent(change,AKRL) 
End  
 
4.3.  The mobile view knowledge base agent 
 
As declared before, the VKB is as well informed by the mobile detector agent about schema changes affecting 
mobile information sources. When the VKB receives messages related to this, it calls up the operation called 
"Compute-Affected-View". This process aims to determine affected view definitions by the designated schema 
changes. For each view knowledge base component, the mobile VKB agent checks the change in the view definition, 
then increments the list of affected view definition list by the view definition. The following algorithm describes the 
compute of the affected view definition. 
 
Algorithm Compute Affected View 
Declare  
AVDL: Affected View Definition List 
VD: View Definition 
VKBC: View Knowledge Base Component 
VKB: View Knowledge Base  
MVSAgent: Mobile View Synchronizer Agent 
Begin 
AVDL:= {} 
For each VKBC do 
For each VD in VKB do 
While(change affects VD) do 
AVDL=AVDL+VD 
MessageMvsAgent(change, AVDL) 
End  
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4.4.  The mobile view Synchronizer agent 
 
After computing affected knowledge and view definitions, those are sent to the synchronization agent. This latter 
uses affected knowledge to determine substitution or replacement for affected components related to affected view 
definitions. 
The view synchronization consists in determining legal rewritings for the affected views, referring to the rules or 
constraints embodied into the MKB. These rules enable substitutions retrieval for the affected view definition 
components while respecting preference parameters described into the VKB. 
The view rewriting is legal when it is compatible with the current information space. This rewriting has to 
preserve the information presented by the initial view definition according to preferences parameters associated to 
the view definition components. The following algorithm describes the view rewritings by the mobile view 
synchronizer agent. 
 
Algorithm Compute Rewritings 
Declare  
AVDL: Affected View Definition List 
AKRL: Affected Knowledge Rule List 
MVKB: Mobile View Knowledge Base  
MMKB: Mobile Meta Knowledge Base 
Component: c  
Begin 
For each change do 
Substitute(c, c’)  
RewriteViews(c, c’, AVDL) 
Update MMKB(c,c’, AKRL) 
Update MVKB(c,c’, AVDL) 
Delete(c, AKRL? AVDL) 
End  
 
5. Conclusion 
In this work, we proposed a solution to maintain a trajectory data warehouse under schema changes. Our 
proposed model based on EVE is enhanced by mobile agent concepts to evolve to a new system whose architecture 
is distributed on four entities: the Mobile Detector Agent, the Mobile MKB Agent, the Mobile VKB Agent and the 
Mobile View Synchronizer Agent. Communication between agents can be ensured by message sending by agent 
migration. However in our model communication is guaranteed by the traditional message sending. In fact, all the 
agents of the model know each other directly via their identifier, names and sites. Thus, any agent of the system can 
communicate directly with any other agent. With the proposed solution, the synchronization process performance 
can be improved by reducing the MKB and the VKB data to be taken into account for finding view definitions’ 
rewritings. Besides the trajectory data warehouse management system gained much in autonomy and absence of 
saturation thanks to mobile agents and in performance thanks to parallelism. As future work we will try to improve 
the mobile detector agents' intelligence by allowing them to determine automatically knowledge necessary for 
finding substitutions. This task can be carried out by exchanging information with other mobile detector agents. 
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